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Abstract

Counterfactual reasoning ability is one of the core abil-
ities of human intelligence. This reasoning process in-
volves the processing of alternatives to observed states or
past events, and this process can improve our ability for
planning and decision-making. In this work, we focus on
benchmarking the counterfactual reasoning ability of multi-
modal large language models. We take the question and
answer pairs from the VQAv2 dataset and add one coun-
terfactual presupposition to the questions, with the answer
being modified accordingly. After generating counterfac-
tual questions and answers using ChatGPT, we manually
examine all generated questions and answers to ensure cor-
rectness. This results in over 2k counterfactual question
and answer pairs. We evaluate recent vision language mod-
els on our newly collected test dataset and found that all
models exhibit a large performance drop compared to the
results tested on questions without counterfactual presup-
position. This result indicates that there still exists space for
developing vision language models. We hope our proposed
benchmark can help the development of future systems.

1. Introduction
The recent development of multi-modal large language

models (MLLMs) [15] greatly improves the performance

of complex reasoning on images, image-based dialogue,

and language grounding tasks [8, 6, 13, 14, 15]. The cur-

rent reasoning benchmarks used by these MLLMs usually

only require the model to understand the image contents by

grounding the concept involved in the language questions

to the image content. Because the visual representation

learned by CLIP [20] can already represent the image con-

texts in an aligned space with language, we argue that the

current reasoning benchmarks are relatively easy to handle

for MLLMs as most of the reasoning questions only need

to readout the content of the image. In this work, we aim

to propose a harder evaluation scenario where the language

model needs to query for the correct vision representation

of image content and be able to perform counterfactual op-
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Figure 1. Counterfactual modifications to VQA-v2 questions.

erations on those representations.

In Figure 1, we present the counterfactual visual ques-

tion answering. We start with the VQAv2 dataset [7] and

add one counterfactual presupposition to the questions. The

language model needs to understand the counterfactual pre-

supposition and then adjust its inner representations of the

image contents accordingly to be able to correctly answer

the questions. For example, in Figure 1, to answer the ques-

tion of “How many cats are in the image”, the model can

query and count the occurrence of the visual concept “cat”

in the image. However, with the counterfactual presuppo-

sition “if the TV was off”, one of the cats on the screen

will not be visible. Thus this counterfactual presupposition

poses a challenging scenario for VQA models. We collect

over 2k of these kinds of images and counterfactual ques-

tions, each of the images and questions is examined by two

people to ensure the counterfactual presupposition is related

to the image content and the answers generated are accurate.
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Our initial experiment of evaluating current state-of-the-art

vision-language models on our dataset shows that all mod-

els have a performance drop when evaluated on these coun-

terfactual questions, indicating further room for improve-

ment.

2. Related Works
Visual Question Answering Visual question answer-

ing (VQA) aims to enable machines to have the ability of

visual understanding, language generation, and common-

sense knowledge. Several datasets have been proposed

for VQA [2, 7, 11, 16, 21, 12, 3]. COCO-QA [21] and

VQA [2] are the first works to propose the task of VQA,

the proposed datasets contain enormous pictures and ques-

tions covering daily life objects.VQAv2 [7] builds on the

VQA dataset. By identifying biases and shortcuts in the

VQA dataset, VQAv2 presents a more rigorous evaluation

for the VQA task. Further works [16, 12, 11] continue to

extend VQA evaluation to different aspects of image under-

standing, OK-VQA [16] evaluates the ability to draw upon

external knowledge for visual question answering. CLEVR

dataset [12] devise a pipeline for generating synthetic data

for evaluating the compositional reasoning ability of VQA

models. GQA dataset [11] leverages the scene graph struc-

ture to generate reasoning questions on real-world images

to test the compositional reasoning ability. Recent SMART-

101 dataset[3] replicates 101 abstract root puzzles into over

diverse instances which evaluate the arithmetic and reason-

ing abilities. In this work, our proposed dataset is built on

the real-world images of VQAv2 [7], where the questions

and answers are modified by counterfactual presupposition.

These counterfactual presuppositions provide a new chal-

lenging scenario for VQA models, as they will require the

model to parse the scene structure and reason about the ob-

served world after the counterfactual presuppositions.

Reasoning Ability Benchmarks The performance of

generative models is hard to evaluate, let alone large lan-

guage models. There exist several efforts for the evalua-

tion of the reasoning ability of LLMs. GSM8k [4] eval-

uates this by using a set of grad school math word prob-

lems, MMLU [9] extends on this by covering more topics

and evaluates the performance via multiple choice ques-

tions, later the MATH [10] benchmark evaluates the rea-

soning of LLMs using text generation instead of multiple

choices. IfQA [24] proposes the first question-answering

dataset that requires the model to do counterfactual reason-

ing. In [23], the counterfactual reasoning ability of recent

strong LLMs (GPT-4 [18], Claude [1]) is evaluated under

eleven different tasks with counterfactual presuppositions.

It is shown that current LLMs cannot reason with coun-

terfactuals reliably. [17] combines the idea of counterfac-

tual reasoning with computer vision. It proposes a novel

counterfactual inference framework to detect the causal ef-

fect of questions on answers. In our work, we propose to

build the first visual question-answering dataset with coun-

terfactual presuppositions. Our evaluation results show cur-

rent approaches for MLLMs do not facilitate counterfac-

tual reasoning. Thus, further work should be done to create

stronger MLLMs.

3. Dataset
This section presents the construction process of our pro-

posed dataset C-VQA. C-VQA contains 2,217 image and

question-answer pairs, where each questions are not only

related to the image content, but also comes with a coun-

terfactual presupposition. These counterfactual presupposi-

tions enable a new and more challenging scenario for VQA

models. We will introduce the image selection, counterfac-

tual presupposition generation, and verification steps below.

3.1. Data Selection

In this initial work, we choose to collect numerical and

boolean questions as they are easy to evaluate, and adding

counterfactual presuppositions can easily change the an-

swer to the counterfactual questions. ViperGPT [6] is used

to further filter the dataset. We remove examples in which

ViperGPT fails to give a correct answer to the original ques-

tion in VQAv2. The rationale is that, by removing those

examples, we keep only the examples that can be correctly

processed by both the visual perception module and the rea-

soning module of ViperGPT. Thus we can be sure of the

error source when adding counterfactual presuppositions to

the questions: it only comes from the lack of ability to rea-

son counterfactually.

3.2. Annotation

Counterfactual presupposition type. When design-

ing counterfactual questions, we apply different types of

counterfactual presuppositions. For numerical questions,

we split them into two groups: direct group and indirect

group. In the direct group, we add counterfactual presup-

positions that require LLMs to perform one or two arith-

metical operations to get correct answers. These questions

typically have the form “How many X would there be if two
more X were added?”. In the indirect group, the counterfac-

tual presuppositions change the original answers indirectly.

It requires more reasoning steps to get the new answers.

For example, answering the sentence “Would this animal
have claws if the animals were cats?” requires the model

to regard the animals as cats and be aware that cats have

claws. For boolean questions, the counterfactual presuppo-

sitions are often designed to reverse the fact as well as the

answer. For example, “Would the cat be asleep if it was wo-
ken up?”. Examples of these counterfactual modifications

are presented in Figure 1.
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How many legs does the animal have?

ViperGPT

Result: 4 Actual answer: 2

Question

if it was a crane
Counterfactual presupposition

ViperGPT

Result: Yes Actual answer: No

if they were raw
Counterfactual presupposition

Are these vegetables cooked?
Question

Figure 2. Two examples of wrongly answered questions. When counterfactual presuppositions are added, ViperGPT gives wrong answers

to the questions that it can answer correctly without the counterfactual parts.

Question and answer annotation. A two-stage

annotate-and-prompt process is employed to create C-VQA.

First, we manually annotate 200 questions and answers for

each group. Then, we prompt ChatGPT with the manually

annotated questions and answers to generate new counter-

factual modified questions and answers for the rest of the

examples. We use chain-of-thought prompting [22] and in-

context learning [19] to promote the quality of the questions

produced by ChatGPT and keep the accuracy of new an-

swers. Specifically, we divide the whole task into several

smaller tasks: read the original question, figure out a proper

counterfactual presupposition, figure out how the answer

will change, and write down the new question and answer.

The in-context examples will further help ensure the sen-

tence voice is correct and show different counterfactual pre-

suppositions. For numerical groups, we first make ChatGPT

produce a counterfactual presupposition and then generate a

new question with it, and the new answer is also calculated.

However, this strategy cannot be directly applied to boolean

questions. We notice the randomly generated counterfac-

tual presuppositions often fail to flip the original answer,

and thus a large proportion of answers keeps unchanged or

indeterminate. Therefore, we design a new prompting strat-

egy flipping the original answer first and then generating a

corresponding counterfactual presupposition.

3.3. Verification

Though ChatGPT does not tend to make mistakes such

as spelling mistakes and grammatical mistakes that are

common in human writing, it introduces errors such as cal-

culation mistakes. Moreover, each question is paired with

a corresponding image in the original dataset, while Chat-

GPT cannot read the image. Therefore, although the coun-

terfactual questions generated by ChatGPT are idiomatic,

they may be improper in the context of the scene in the im-

age. We further verify the questions and answers manually

to address the errors caused by ChatGPT. Our verification

mainly consists of two stages: (i) image-related verification

and (ii) answer-reasonability verification. And each image

is at least verified by two people to ensure the correctness.

(i) Whether the new question is image-related? To

make sure that the generated question is indeed asking about

the model to reason with the scene in the image, we man-

ually examined all generated counterfactual questions and

removed all questions that were modified to be not related

to the image content.

(ii) Whether the new answer is reasonable? Automati-

cally generated answers may be wrong since ChatGPT may

make calculation mistakes, reasoning mistakes, etc. We cor-

rect these answers manually. Furthermore, some questions

may be ambiguous, so there are no deterministic answers.

We remove these questions from the dataset.

Since ChatGPT cannot access the images, it does not

know anything about the position or color of the objects.

Thus, ChatGPT tends to add counterfactual presuppositions

that remove all objects rather than just manipulate a few of

the objects. To ensure a rigorous evaluation, we manually

annotate all numerical indirect questions. After completing

all the annotations, we use ChatGPT again to inspect and

polish all the questions in order to make sure the questions

are grammatically correct.

3.4. Dataset Statistics

Question Type and Length. C-VQA contains 2217

questions in total, with 1077 numerical questions and 1140

boolean questions. In numerical questions, there are 577

questions from the direct group and 500 questions from
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Model type Model
Numerical direct Numerical indirect Boolean

original counterfactual original counterfactual original counterfactual

Neuro-symbolic
ViperGPT - 80.6 (↓19.4) - 31.6 (↓68.4) - 27.6 (↓72.4)

VisProg 40.0 43.0 (↑3.0) 40.8 18.6 (↓22.2) 73.6 31.1 (↓42.5)

Neuro

InstructBLIP (FlanT5XXL) 47.3 32.9 (↓14.4) 51.6 32.0 (↓19.6) 66.1 48.4 (↓17.7)

InstructBLIP (Vicuna-7B) 66.0 40.0 (↓26.0) 65.2 31.4 (↓33.8) 84.9 55.4 (↓29.5)

InstructBLIP (Vicuna-13B) 59.6 46.4 (↓13.2) 60.2 31.6 (↓28.6) 84.6 68.8 (↓15.8)

LLaVA-7B 36.9 27.0 (↓9.9) 40.2 25.0 (↓15.2) 63.3 58.5 (↓4.8)

LLaVA-13B 36.7 24.8 (↓11.9) 42.0 20.8 (↓21.2) 70.0 56.3 (↓13.7)

BLIP2 (FlanT5XXL) 46.6 32.8 (↓13.8) 51.8 31.4 (↓20.4) 65.4 51.8 (↓13.6)

Table 1. The evaluation results of three groups in our dataset C-VQA by ViperGPT, VisProg, InstructBLIP, LLaVA and BLIP2. As

mentioned in section 3.1, all original questions can be correctly answered by ViperGPT.

(a) direct group (b) indirect group

Figure 3. Breakdown of answers in numerical groups. We

show the percentage of answers in the numerical direct group and

numerical indirect group. The share of 0, 1, and 2 in the indirect

group are higher while the others are lower.

the indirect group. All the numerical questions are ”How
many” questions. And most of the questions in the boolean

group start with ”Is” or ”Are” before they are changed into

counterfactual ones. The average length of questions in

C-VQA is 13.12 words, much longer than that of original

questions (5.75 words).

Answer Statistics. Each answer in the numerical type

is an exact number, with no ambiguous answers such as ”a

lot” or ”many”. The distribution of the answers is shown in

Figure 3. Each answer in the boolean type is a single “yes”

or a single “no”. The percentage of “no” is 65.70%, while

“yes” is 34.30%.

4. Experiments
We evaluate both neuro-symbolic models and neuro

models on C-VQA. Specifically, we test ViperGPT [6], Vis-

Prog [8], InstructBLIP [5], LLaVA [15] and BLIP2 [14].

4.1. Qualitative Results

Figure 2 provides two examples of wrongly answered

questions. In both examples, ViperGPT gives wrong an-

swers to the counterfactual questions. We further inspect

the codes generated by ViperGPT when solving these two

questions. The first example causes ViperGPT to generate

long codes with many redundancy steps leading to a wrong

result, and in the second example, the generated code ig-

nores the counterfactual presupposition. The code gener-

ated by ViperGPT will be put into the supplementary.

4.2. Quantitative Results

As shown in Tab. 1, both neuro-symbolic and neuro

models perform significantly worse with counterfactual

questions than the original ones in all three groups. It should

be noted that reasoning difficulty impacts the results signif-

icantly. For the numerical direct group, models require only

one simple reasoning step to get the answer. As a conse-

quence, the difference between the evaluation accuracy of

the original and counterfactual questions is smaller com-

pared to other groups. In the evaluation of ViperGPT, the

accuracy drops 19.4% when one-step reasoning is added,

and it drops about 70% when multi-step reasoning is added.

Obviously, complex reasoning challenge models greatly. In

most cases, ViperGPT fails to consider complex counter-

factual presuppositions or reasons improperly. We notice

that InstructBLIP-Vicuna shows overall improvements in

counterfactual questions when the model scale turns big-

ger. However, there is an opposite case that LLaVA per-

forms worse in counterfactual questions when its scale is

bigger. For neural models, InstructBLIP-Vicuna outper-

forms other models in most question types. These results

indicate that C-VQA is challenging and further explorations

on C-VQA can lead to the future development of MLLMs.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a novel benchmark C-

VQA with over 2k images and questions. Each question

in C-VQA is based on a counterfactual presupposition and

contains an “if” clause. We test both neuro-symbolic and

neuro models and show that the performance of state-of-the-

art VQA models drops significantly on C-VQA. The eval-

uations reveal that C-VQA is highly challenging and that

the reasoning ability of existing multi-modal large language

models has a large room for improvement.
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